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children, who, they declare, are being 'robbed of their
Faith9."
Farther down appears this illuminating statement:
"I thought, in May, 1887, it was high time to bestir myself and to
endeavour to bring the condition of those Roman Catholic young
people before Cardinal Manning, in the hope of urging him to begin in,
a satisfactory way the rescue of all children of Roman Catholic parentage,
so that they should not be dependent upon Protestant Homes like ours
for the rescue they were perishing for lack of. I felt that the destitution
in the streets was enormously beyond my power to cope with, and that
if the Roman Catholics would only begin by taking those whom they
claimed for their own Church, from the places of evil resort where I
encountered them, immense suffering, vice and crime would be averted.
Moreover, in that case, I would be spared the intense pain of being
called upon afterwards to surrender those towards whom—once they
had entered the Homes and come under my care—I felt I was, in the
Providence of God if not in the sight of the Law, placed in the position
of guardian and protector,"
This correspondence, opened between Barnardo and Man-
ning in May, 1887, continued more than a year. But it
proved futile. Nay, worse! Far from begetting conciliation,
it whetted Manning's ire.1 Hence, when Barnardo published
The Cardinal's Conscience^ legal combat was the order of the
day. And if we would understand the issues at stake, certain
legal battles must be reviewed.
Most famous among these legal struggles was the "Gossage
Case", the facts of which are strangely dramatic.
On September 15th, 1888, the Rev. E. Husband wrote
to Barnardo requesting that his Homes receive a boy, Henry
Gossage, aged ten. Ten days later, after the usual inquiry,
the lad was admitted. Briefly, the facts were these. The boy's
mother—an habitual drunkard—had, in a Leamington public-
house, given him to twro Italian organ-grinders to tramp the
country and solicit alms. The boy, moreover, asserted that
money was given his mother by the organ-grinders, which,
* Lytton Strachey*s character study of Cardinal Manning, in EminaA Vic-
torians, is, in this connection, peculiarly suggestive. The more liberal wing of
the Catholic Church, represented by Cardinal Newman, had apparently little
sympathy with these attacks.

